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SnO2 Nanobelts
Transport Phenomena and Conduction Mechanism 
of Individual Cross-Junction SnO 2  Nanobelts

  Zheng   Guo  ,     Xing   Chen  ,     Jin-Huai   Liu  ,     and   Xing-Jiu   Huang   *   
 In the past several decades, nanodevices and nanoelectronics 

have been received great attention owing to their potential 

applications in many fi elds. Various functional nanodevices 

fabricated with individual one-dimensional nanostructures 

have been widely investigated. [  1–3  ]  Nowadays, accompanied 

with the development of current nanoelectronics, complex 

structured nanodevices and nanosystems have also been 

gradually involved into the scope of scientists’ research 

interests, and further developed for achieving novel func-

tionalities based on directly prepared hierarchical nanos-

tructures or assembled nanostructures with one-dimensional 

nanostructures. [  4  ,  5  ]  

 Recently, many novel nanodevices fabricated with as-

synthesized various complex nanostructures have been 

reported. For example, Y-shaped carbon nanotube has been 

prepared and used as logic switches. [  4  ]  Tetra-pods ZnO has 

been employed to fabricate an optical sensing device with 

multi-channel responses. [  6  ]  In our group, individual T-shaped 

SnO 2  nanowire has been constructed as a current splitter. [  7  ]  

Additionally, through assembling complex nanostructures 

with simple one-dimensional nanostructures, many logic cir-

cuits and functional nanosystems have also been successfully 

developed. Earlier in 2000, McEuen and coworkers reported 

the electrical properties of junctions consisting of two crossed 

single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) and demonstrated 

that a good rectifi er could be fabricated with the cross junc-

tion of SWNT. [  8  ]  Since then, cross junctions consisted of other 

carbon nanomaterials including multi-wall carbon nanotube, 

single-wall carbon nanotube and graphene have been widely 

studied in the experiments and theories. [  9–17  ]  Their electrical 

properties could be also derived to various electronic func-

tional units. Furthermore, Lieber and coworkers have been 

addressing the research of nanoelectronics from logic gates 

to decoders of integrated nanosystems through assembling Si 

and Ge nanowires to form crossbar structure. [  18–20  ]  And now 
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they have successfully developed programmable nanowire 

circuits for nanoprocessors. [  5  ]  Among the reported com-

plex structured nanodevices, great interests has been mainly 

focused on the junction structures, especially for cross-junc-

tion (crossbar) architecture because it could be employed as 

a fundamental unit to construct sensing device, dense logic 

and memory circuits, which displays a great potential applica-

tion in the future nanoelectronics. [  21–24  ]  As mentioned above, 

many cross-junction nanodevices have been widely per-

formed in nanoelectronics. However, they mainly focused on 

the studies of Si, Ge and carbon nanomaterials. 

 As is well-known, metal oxide nanomaterials such as 

SnO 2 , ZnO, In 2 O 3 , etc are of great importance in various 

fi elds, especially for nanosensors and electronic nanode-

vices. [  25–30  ]  However, till now most of the reported researches 

have been paid attention to individual or numerous one-

dimensional nanostructure nanodevices. [  31–34  ]  To the best of 

our investigation, few researches about cross-junction nan-

odevice assembled with metal oxide nanostructures have 

been reported. [  35  ]  Here SnO 2  nanobelts, as a typical semicon-

ductor metal oxide, have been fi rstly employed to fabricate 

individual cross-junction nanodevice via a nanomanipulation 

method as one of promising approaches to manipulate var-

ious nanostructures. Then their electrical characteristics have 

been investigated in details. Furthermore the corresponding 

model and mechanism have also been proposed to clarify 

the novel electrical properties arising from the cross-junction 

point. We believe that this novel cross-junction nanodevice 

based on SnO 2  nanobelts could be potentially applied as sen-

sors with a good sensing performance. 

 Through a typical synthesis (see the Experimental Section 

of Supporting Information), [  36  ]  large scale of SnO 2  nanobelts 

have been obtained, which has been confi rmed from the char-

acterization results of scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and X-ray diffrac-

tion (XRD). (see Supporting Information, Figure S1) Then, 

based on the S100 Zyvex manipulator system, two nanobelts 

have been transferred to the SiO 2 /Si substrate and successfully 

fabricated a cross-junction structure between them, as shown 

in  Figure    1  . Firstly, SnO 2  nanobelts have been dispersed onto 

Si wafer with microchannels. Afterwards, a single SnO 2  nano-

belt has been selected and transferred to the center space of 

four Au/Ti electrodes via nanoprobes equipped on the manip-

ulator, which is presented in Figure  1 a. Then another nanobelt 

has been also transferred to the same position. However, in 

order to obtain a cross-junction structure between two SnO 2  
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     Figure  1 .     SEM images of main processes for the fabrication of cross-junction nanodevice 
with two SnO 2  nanobelts: (a) single SnO 2  nanobelt transferring to the SiO 2 /Si substrate with 
four Au/Ti electrodes, (b) the cross junction structure constructed with two SnO 2  nanobelts 
fabricated with nanomanipulator, (c) the fabricated cross-junction nanodevice and (d) high 
magnifi ed SEM image corresponding to the square area in (c).  
nanobelts, the specifi c position of the other one should be 

carefully manipulated and gradually placed on the Si wafer 

substrate, which makes two SnO 2  nanobelts closely contact 

and fi nally form a cross-junction structure. Figure  1 b presents 

SEM image of the fi nal morphology for the cross junction 

consisted of two SnO 2  nanobelts. (More details about the 

process of fabrication, see Supporting Information, Figure S2) 

Afterwards, a FIB approach has been employed to deposit 

Platinum microleads, which connects four Au/Ti electrodes 

with each terminal of two SnO 2  nanobelts, respectively. The 

fabricated individual cross-junction nanodevice is shown in 
     Figure  2 .     (a) AFM image of cross-junction SnO 2  nanobelts for the fabricated device; 
(b), (c) and (d) the height of bottom nanobelt, top nanobelt and cross junction relative to the 
substrate, respectively. Scale bar, 1  μ m.  
Figure  1 c. Figure  1 d is the magnifi ed SEM 

image corresponding to the white square 

area at the cross junction presented in 

Figure  1 c. Evidently, it could be observed 

that two SnO 2  nanobelts closely contact. 

For the bottom ( N d  ) and the top nanobelt 

( N t  ), the width is about 490 and 820 nm, 

respectively.  

 In order to further confi rm the thick-

ness of two nanobelts for the cross-junction 

device, an AFM approach has been imple-

mented. As presented in  Figure    2  a, it could 

be easily observed that the morphologies 

of SnO 2  nanostructures are real nanobelts. 

Figure  2 b shows the scanning height along 

the green line presented in Figure  2 a. Rela-

tive to the substrate, it can be concluded that 

the height is about 50 nm, which corresponds 
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to the thickness of bottom SnO 2  nano-

belt. For the top one, its thickness is about 

150 nm, which could be inferred from the 

black line displayed in Figure  2 c. Addition-

ally, the red line along the cross junction 

is also performed, as shown in Figure  2 d. 

Obviously the height is about 200 nm, which 

is consistent with the sum of the thickness 

of the top and bottom nanobelts. So it is 

further demonstrated that the formed cross-

junction SnO 2  nanobelts closely intercon-

tact. Combined with their width shown in 

Figure  1 d, the ratios of width to thickness 

for the top nanobelt and the bottom one are 

about 5 and 10, respectively.  

 In the following, the electrical prop-

erties of the fabricated cross-junction 

two SnO 2  nanobelts have been system-

atically investigated. Firstly, their I−V 

characteristics have been performed for 

the   a - b ,  c - d   and   a - d   terminals shown in 

the left-top inset of  Figure    3  a, which 

are along the top, bottom nanobelts and 

across the cross-junction point, respec-

tively. The measured results have been 

described in Figure  3 a. According to the 

red I-V curve of  a-b  terminals for the 

top nanobelt and the blue one corre-

sponding to   c - d   terminals of the bottom 

nanobelt, it is clear that both of them 
are quasi-linear at the bias voltage ranging from  − 2 to 2 V, 

indicating that there is a good ohmic contact between the 

deposited Pt microleads and SnO 2  nanobelts. Combining 

with the geometric parameters (length, width and thick-

ness), the resistivity of two nanobelts could be further 

obtained from their I-V curves. It is about 3.40  Ω  · cm for 

the top nanobelt and 4.49  Ω  · cm for the bottom nanobelt, 

which is approximately consistent with those of the stem 

and branch of T-shaped SnO 2 . [  7  ]  This result is also agree-

ment with 3.01  Ω  · cm of the resistivity for SnO 2  nanowire 

recently reported by Luo et al. [  37  ]  However, I-V curve 
2679www.small-journal.com
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     Figure  3 .     (a) I-V curves for the cross-junction nanodevice fabricated with two SnO 2  nanobelts. 
The red, blue and black lines correspond to the measurement approach of   a - b  ,   c - d   and   a - d   
terminals, respectively. The left-top inset corresponding to the approach of measurement; the 
right-bottom inset corresponding to the magnifi cation of I−V curves of   c - d   and   a - d   terminals. 
(b) Scheme of electron depletion layer and conduction channel for SnO 2  nanobelts exposed 
in air and (c) Energy band diagrams for the fabricated cross junction consisted of two SnO 2  
nanobelts.  
corresponding to the black line is not linear for   a - d   ter-

minals across the cross-junction point, which is evidently 

demonstrated in the right-bottom inset of Figure  3 a. Fur-

thermore, for other two terminals cross-junction point 

including   a - c  ,   b - c   and   b - d   their I−V curves also present 
     Figure  4 .     I-V characteristics taken on three terminals of cross-junction nanodevice constructed 
with two SnO 2  nanobelts. (a) Measurement approach of gating effect for cross-junction 
nanodevice using  b  as source,  a  as drain and  c  as ‘gate’. (b) I d -V d  curves under different 
‘gate’ voltages. (c) I d -V g  and I g -V g  curves under V d   =  0 V. (d) The fl owing direction of I g  and I d  
for Vg  <  0 V and  >  0 V at V d   =  0 V.  
similar results, which are not shown 

here. Undoubtedly, this kind of I-V 

characteristic is arised from the cross-

junction point. As is well-known, SnO 2 , 

as a typical sensing material of semicon-

ductor metal oxide, can easily interact 

with oxygen molecular in air leading to 

the formation of O  −   and O 2   −   on its sur-

face. [  38  ]  So an electron depletion layer 

will be formed around SnO 2  nanobelts, 

as presented in Figure  3 b. Accordingly 

its electron transport mainly depends 

on the conduction channel covered with 

electron depletion layer for individual 

nanobelt. [  1  ,  39  ]  However, electron trans-

port across the cross-junction SnO 2  

nanobelts would be blocked by electron 

depletion layers. In addition, it should 

be noted that there is still an infinitely 

small gap between two nanobelts at the 

cross junction although they closely con-

tact. Hence, electron transport across 

the cross junction should overcome the 

potential barrier arising from electron 

depletion layer between two nanobelts 

and an infinitely small gap at the cross-

junction point, [  28  ,  40  ]  as shown in Figure 

 3 c. This is the reason that the I−V curves 

of any two terminals across the cross 

junction show nonlinear characteristics.  
www.small-journal.com © 2013 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, 
 Enlightened by multi-terminals of the 

fabricated cross-junction structure similar 

with individual T-junction SnO 2  nanowire, 

a measurement approach analogous to 

the operation of fi eld effect transistor 

has been also performed. As described 

in  Figure    4  a, two terminals of   a   and   b   for 

top nanobelt are used as drain and source, 

respectively; the  c  terminal for bottom 

nanobelt is employed as ‘gate’. The corre-

sponding equivalent circuit is also similar 

with the case of T-junction SnO 2  device 

(see supporting information, Figure 

S3). As shown in Figure  4 b, the source–

drain current I d  increases linearly with 

the increasing of source–drain voltage 

V d  under the constant ‘gate’ voltage V g . 

Additionally, I d -V d  curves also shift with 

the change of V g . This result indicates that 

the current fl owing through the top nano-

belt is tunable and controllable via one 

terminal of the bottom nanobelt without 

the need of an external gate. However, its 

electronic tunability is different from the 
case of T-shaped SnO 2  nanowire. [  7  ]  For the cross-junction 

device consisted of two SnO 2  nanobelts, the displacement 

of I d -V d  curves is not proportional with the increase of V g . 

When V g  is at  ±  5 V, the displacements of I d -V d  curves are 

both very small and closely near to the initial one under 
Weinheim small 2013, 9, No. 16, 2678–2683
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     Figure  5 .     (a) I g -V d  curves under different ‘gate’ voltages. (b), (c) and (d) the curves corresponding 
to under V g   =  5, 0 and  − 5 V, respectively. The insets of (b), (c), and (d) corresponding to energy 
band diagrams induced by electron fi eld under V g   >  0,  =  0 and  <  0 V, respectively.  
V g   =  0 V. For the gate voltage of  ± 10 V, it could be clearly 

observed that I d  −V d  curves have been gradually deviated 

from the initial curve. Increasing to  ±  15 V, much more large 

displacements have been displayed. This phenomenon can 

be further confi rmed from the nonlinear characteristic curve 

of I d -V g  under V d   =  0 V, which is the black one presented in 

Figure  4 c. It could be found that the absolute increment of I d  

is gradually amplifi ed with the ‘gate’ voltage deviated from 0 

V. Furthermore, I g  increases with the increase of V g  and their 

relationship is also nonlinear based on the red one shown 

in Figure  4 c. Figure  4 d shows the fl owing direction of I g  and 

I d  for Vg  <  0 V and  >  0 V at V d   =  0 V. Compared with the 

case of T-junction SnO 2  nanowire, we believe that the above 

results could be ascribed to the native physical property of 

the cross junction.  

 In  Figure    5  , the non-proportional displacement of I g −V d  

curves with V g  has also been demonstrated. And the absolute 

increment of its displacement turns larger and larger with 

the ‘gate’ voltage gradually deviated from 0 V, as shown in 

Figure  5 a. This result is indirectly confi rmed from the rela-

tionship between I g  and V g  under the fi xed V d   =  0 V shown in 

Figure  4 c. It is also easily observed that I g  decreases with the 

increase of V d  under the constant ‘gate’ voltage V g . For the 

measurement approach of cross-junction nanodevice analo-

gous to the operation of FET, even though there is a poten-

tial barrier at the cross-junction point, the gate is still not a 

perfect insulting gate, easily leading that a leakage current 

would be diverted from one path to the other one across the 

cross junction. When the ‘gate’ terminal has not been applied 

by a bias voltage (V g   =  0 V), obviously the potential barrier 

between two nanobelts keeps its native physical state, as 

shown in the inset of Figure  5 c. With a source–drain voltage 

applied, I g  of the leakage current following through the cross-

junction point will depend on the effects of tunneling and 

thermionic emission of electron. Accordingly, under V g   =  0 
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V, the relationship between I g  and V d  is 

nonlinear, as shown in Figure  5 c. However, 

under the ‘gate’ voltage of  ± 5 V, two I g -V d  

curves are approximately linear, as dis-

played in Figure  5 b and d. This tendency 

of I g −V d  curves from nonlinear to quasi-

linear has been further demonstrated in 

 Figure    6  . Actually, the potential barrier 

at the cross junction cannot be regarded 

as a constant. When a bias voltage either 

positive or negative is applied at the ‘gate’ 

terminal, it will be weakened attributing 

to the introduction of electron fi eld, which 

are shown in the insets of Figure  5 b and 

d, respectively. [  40  ,  41  ]  Obviously, com-

pared with the initial state without a bias 

voltage electrons will have much more 

possibility to cross the potential barrier, 

leading to the increase of leakage cur-

rent. At a low bias voltage, the effect of 

potential barrier is still obvious although 

the leakage current increases. So, the rela-

tionship between the leakage current and 

the source–drain voltage is still nonlinear 
under the ‘gate’ voltage less than  ± 5 V. However, at a high 

bias voltage more than  ± 5 V the current following the cross 

junction will be dominated by the leakage current. Hence, I g -

V d  curves are cline to be linear. Based on the above analysis, 

the non-proportional displacement of I d -V d  and I g -V d  curves 

with V g  has also been clarifi ed, which are shown in Figure  4 b 

and  5 a, respectively. Moreover, it can be concluded that the 

absolute value of the leakage current will also be larger at a 

higher bias voltage. That is to say, the source–drain and ‘gate’ 

currents present an amplifi ed effect through manipulating the 

potential barrier at the cross junction. Hence, based on this 

tunable mechanism combining with a like-FET measurement 

approach, this cross-junction device with multi-terminals 

could be further employed as a sensor. Besides interacting 

with SnO 2  nanobelts, the analytes also interact with the cross 

junction, affecting its potential barrier. Through monitoring 

the source–drain and ‘gate’ currents, the sensing response 

would be amplifi ed besides multi-channel response signal, 

which will enhance the selectivity and sensitivity. [  6  ]  Further-

more, this case can be extended to fabricate homo- or het-

erogeneous cross junction consisted of other metal oxide 

nanostructures.   

 Similar results have also been demonstrated for the fol-

lowing measurement approach using  c  as source,  d  as drain 

and  a  as ‘gate’ (see Supporting Information, Figure S4). The 

measurement results indicate that the source–drain current 

is also observed to linearly increase when the source–drain 

voltage is increased under the constant ‘gate’ voltage. Addi-

tionally, the gate current is also observed to decrease with 

the increasing of source–drain voltage. As expectedly, the dis-

placement of I d -V d  and I g -V d  curves present similar results 

that they wouldn’t be proportionally shifted accompanying 

with the gate voltage gradually deviated from 0 V. Moreover, 

under the ‘gate’ voltage V g   =  0 V, the relationship between I g  

and V d  still show a nonlinear curve, which is consistent with 
2681www.small-journal.comm
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     Figure  6 .     For measurement approach of gating effect for the cross junction using   b   as source,  a  as drain and  c  as ‘gate’. (a) - (k) I g -V d  curves 
corresponding to under V g   =  0,  − 1,  − 2,  − 3,  − 4,  − 5, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 V, respectively.  
that of the former measurement approach. And with V g  devi-

ated from 0 to  ± 5 V, their I g -V d  curves also turn linear. (see 

Supporting Information, Figure S5) 

 In conclusion, electrical properties have been addressed 

for individual cross junction fabricated with two SnO 2  nano-

belts. Owing to the electron depletion layer and an infi nitely 

small gap at the cross-junction point, I-V curve of electron 

transport across the cross junction of SnO 2  nanobelts shows a 

nonlinear characteristics. Moreover, the current along one of 

two nanobelts as a source–drain channel can be manipulated 

by the ‘gate’ voltage applied on one terminal of the other 

nanobelt when the constant source–drain voltage is applied. 

Different from that of T-junction SnO 2  nanowire, the tun-

ability of I d -V d  and I g -V d  characteristics is not proportionally 

varied with the ‘gate’ voltage. The absolute increment of their 

displacements gradually increases with the gate voltage grad-

ually deviated from 0 V, which is attributed to the weakness 

of potential barrier at the cross junction induced by extra 

electron fi eld. Enlightened by this phenomenon, we believe 

that this fabricated cross-junction device of SnO 2  nanobelts 

could be potentially applied as sensors. Through monitoring 

the source–drain and ‘gate’ currents, the sensing response 

would be amplifi ed besides obtaining multi-channel signals, 

leading to enhance the selectivity and sensitivity.  

 Experimental Section 

  Synthesis and Characterization of SnO 2  Nanobelts : Concerning 
to synthesis of SnO 2  nanobelts, thermal evaporation method was 
2 www.small-journal.com © 2013 Wiley-VCH V
employed according to Zhang’s report. [  36  ]  More details about the 
synthesis process can be found in the experimental section of 
Supporting Information. The morphology and microscopy of the 
as-prepared samples were characterized by scanning electronic 
microscopy (FESEM, FEI Quanta 200 FEG), transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM, JEM-200CX). The XRD pattern of the sample was 
recorded on a Philips X’Pert diffractometer (XRD, X’Pert Pro MPD) 
with Cu K α  radiation (1.5418 Å). Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
images were implemented using Nanoscope III (Digital Instru-
ments, Veeco Metrology). 

  Fabrication and Electrical Measurement of Individual Cross-
Junction Nanodevices : In order to fabricate individual cross junc-
tion consisted of two SnO 2  nanobelts, a S100 Zyvex manipulator 
system was employed, which was carried out in the Quanta 200 
FEG environmental scanning electronic microscopy (ESEM). In 
order to improve the manipulating effi ciency, Si wafer with micro-
channels were designed and employed to support the SnO 2  nano-
belts. The main fabrication process of cross-junction structure 
consisted of two SnO 2  nanobelts as following: Firstly, single SnO 2  
nanobelt dispersed on Si wafer with microchannels was selected 
through tungsten probes equipped on the nanomanipulator and 
transferred to the central of an Au/Ti electrode array fabricated by 
photolithography on a thermally grown SiO 2  layer with a thickness 
of 500 nm. Afterwards, the other one was also be selected and 
transferred to the same space and carefully put it on the substrate 
leading to form a cross junction with the fi rst SnO 2  nanobelt. Then 
via a focused ion beam (FIB) system with SEM capability (Dual-
Beam 235 FIB system from FEI Company), platinum microleads 
were deposited on each terminal of cross-junction two SnO 2  nano-
belts, and connected with the Au/Ti electrodes. 
erlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim small 2013, 9, No. 16, 2678–2683
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